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VISA REQUIREMENTS FOR SHORT‐STAY (up to 90 days)

SUMMARY

SOURCE

From EU to WB
To Bosnia‐
Herzegovina

Nationals of EU Member State are exempted from the visa requirement when entering, exiting or travelling through
Bosnia and Herzegovina up to 90 days, for a period of six months, starting from the day of entry. Due to Covid‐19
pandemic, foreign citizens can enter the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina only with a valid passport (other
identification documents are no longer accepted).

No need of visa

To Montenegro

The citizens of EU Member State may enter, pass through and stay in Montenegro for up to 90 days with a valid passport No need of visa
without a visa. Also, they may enter and stay in Montenegro for up to 30 days with a valid identity card or a document
confirming their identity and nationality.

To Kosovo

You may visit or transit Kosovo without a visa for up to 90 days within 6 months with a valid travel document, or
biometric identification card.

No need of visa

Link

COVID‐19 Measures and
Recommendations
(www.gov.me)

Link

From WB to EU

From Bosnia‐
Herzegovina

Bosnia‐Herzegovina nationals living in their home Country do not need a Schengen visa to enter the Schengen Area. BH
and Montenegro nationals can enter the EU with their biometric passport, valid for a minimum of 3 months after the
end of the planned trip, issued within the previous 10 years and containing at least 2 blank pages. They can stay in EU up
No need of visa
to 90 days within 180‐day period. Third country nationals living in Bosnia‐Herzegovina or Montenegro may need a
Need of biometric passport
Schengen Visa, depending on their citizenship.
Check ETIAS
Please note that from 2022, BH and Montenegro nationals will need ETIAS to enter EU. They can apply for it online and
the fee is € 7. People under 18 do not need to pay for an ETIAS. The ETIAS visa is an electronic authorisation that allows
visa‐free nationals to board a carrier to travel to the Schengen Zone.

Montenegro nationals living in their home Country do not need a Schengen visa to enter the Schengen Area. BH and
Montenegro nationals can enter the EU with their biometric passport, valid for a minimum of 3 months after the end of
the planned trip, issued within the previous 10 years and containing at least 2 blank pages. They can stay in EU up to 90
days within 180‐day period. Third country nationals living in Bosnia‐Herzegovina or Montenegro may need a Schengen
From Montenegro
Visa, depending on their citizenship.
Please note that from 2022, BH and Montenegro nationals will need ETIAS to enter EU. They can apply for it online and
the fee is € 7. People under 18 do not need to pay for an ETIAS. The ETIAS visa is an electronic authorisation that allows
visa‐free nationals to board a carrier to travel to the Schengen Zone.

Link per ETIAS

No need of visa
Need of biometric passport
Check ETIAS
COVID‐19 Measures and
Recommendations
(www.gov.me)
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From Kosovo

Kosovo nationals require a Schengen Visa (C‐type vise) for entering the Schengen Area. Besides filling the e‐form, when
applying for Schengen visa, Kosovarians need:
.passport, valid for a minimum of 3 months and issued within the previous 10 years and contain at least 2 blank pages
.recent passport‐size photograph;
.travel medical insurance policy (covering the entire period of intended stay, valid for all Schengen States and covering
any expenses which might arise in connection with repatriation for medical reasons, urgency medical attention,
emergency hospital treatment or death during stay. The minimum coverage must be 30.000 EUR);
.admission letter to an exchange programme, provided by hosting educational institution.
For Kosovarians, the application for a Schengen Visa costs € 80.00. Schengen visa is free in case of school pupils and
accompanying teachers who undertake stays for the purpose of study or educational training.

Need of Schengen visa

Link

No need of visa

Link

From WB to WB
From Montenegro
Citizen of Montenegro can travel without visas to the Republic of Kosovo.
to Kosovo
From Bosnia to
Kosovo
From Kosovo to
Montenegro
From Bosnia to
Montenegro
From Montenegro
to Bosnia
From Kosovo to
Bosnia

Citizens of Bosnia need a visa to travel to Kosovo, Visas may be obtained from diplomatic and consular posts of Kosovo in
Visa needed
Tirana, Albania or Istanbul, Turkey.

https://www.ambasada‐
ks.net/hr/?page=2,49

Citizens of the Republic of Kosovo can travel without visas to Montenegro.

No need of visa

Link

No need of visa

http://www.mvp.gov.ba/konzula
rne_informacije/vize/CRNA_GOR
A/?id=4552

Citizens of Bosnia can travel to Montenegro without visas.
No need of visa

Link
Citizen of Montenegro can travel without visas to Bosnia
Kosovo citizens must be issued with a visa at the Embassy of these countries or Embassies responsible for issuing
respective visas. If the country to which the Kosovo citizen is traveling does not have an accredited Embassy in Kosovo,
or an accredited embassy does not issue visas, then issuing with visas can be done at the embassy of this country in
another state.

Need of visa, to be asked to
the Bosnian embassy (in
Skopje, Podgorica and
Belgrade)

Link

